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David Busch's Quick Snap Guide To LightingCourse Technology PTR, 2008

	Have you mastered the essentials of your digital SLR camera and now want to learn how to use light as a tool to enhance your photographs? "David Busch's Quick Snap Guide to Lighting" provides a concise introduction to working with light and exposure, improving your photos with filters and reflectors, and transforming good...
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Converging Technologies for Improving Human Performance: Nanotechnology, Biotechnology, Information Technology and Cognitive ScienceSpringer, 2003
This book describes the vast opportunity created by unifying science and integrating technology, and recommends transforming ideas for individuals and society. We stand at the threshold of a new renaissance in knowledge based on the structure and behavior of matter from the nanoscale up to the most complex system yet discovered, the human brain....
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Solving Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations with Maple and MathematicaSpringer, 2014

	The emphasis of the book is given in how to construct different types of solutions (exact, approximate analytical, numerical, graphical) of numerous nonlinear PDEs correctly, easily, and quickly. The reader can learn a wide variety of techniques and solve numerous nonlinear PDEs included and many other differential equations, simplifying...
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Computer Application for Engineering (as Per U.P. Diploma)New Age Publications, 2007

	Modern advancements and developments in the field of computer have brought the world into  new era. Computer has emerged as a powerful tool that is continuously transforming the shape  of our working methodologies and day-to-day services. There is hardly any sphere of life left  now, in which computers are not being used. Be it...
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Honor Your Anger: How Transforming Your Anger Style Can Change Your LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"This book made me angry! Why couldn’t Ms. Engel have written it years ago when it would have helped me through difficult times?  Honor Your Anger is a clearly written, insightful look at a topic that concerns everyone.  You can indeed learn to understand and manage your anger, and this book will show you how."
  --Robert...
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Pentaho Data Integration Beginner's Guide, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with the Pentaho Data Integration tool using this hands-on, easy-to-read guide


	Overview

	
		Manipulate your data by exploring, transforming, validating, and integrating it
	
		Learn to migrate data between applications
	
		Explore several features of Pentaho Data...
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Evolving Digital Leadership: How to Be a Digital Leader in Tomorrow’s Disruptive WorldApress, 2018

	
		Get ready to be an effective digital leader, influencer, disruptor, and catalyst for change in the digital world!
	


	
		As a leader you need to constantly evolve to achieve sustained success. The world is being transformed by Digital. The pace of change is constantly accelerating and volatility and complexity are the...
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Smart Data: Enterprise Performance Optimization StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is written for enterprise executives and addresses the single most important activity for which they are ultimately responsible—optimization of performance. Whether you are an executive of government or commercial enterprise, or any other organization, your primary aim is to maximize return from limited resources to accomplish...
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A Brief History of Death (Blackwell Brief Histories of Religion)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
"The author reveals himself to be a sensitive and humane guide, in a book that ought to fascinate anyone interested in the existential conundrum of human morality." Times Higher Education Supplement     

       The act of death itself and the rituals surrounding it vary enormously and shed a fascinating light on the...
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Europe: I Struggle, I OvercomeSpringer, 2009
Wilfried Martens - Europe: I Struggle, I Overcome Foreword by Angela Merkel

Wilfried Martens has devoted his entire life to politics: as student leader, youth activist, President of the Flemish Christian Democrats, Prime Minister of Belgium, President of the European People's Party and European statesman. In his autobiography...
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Optimal Supply Chain Management in Oil, Gas, and Power GenerationPennWell, 2012

	David Jacoby's highly regarded book addresses the specific supply chain management characteristics and needs of oil, gas, and power companies, and contains a wealth of industry-specific examples.

	

	Jacoby provides a toolbox for large-scale capital expenditure decision making and for transforming capital and operation...
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Java Deep Learning EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Dive into the future of data science and learn how to build the sophisticated algorithms that are fundamental to deep learning and AI with Java


	About This Book

	
		Go beyond the theory and put Deep Learning into practice with Java
	
		Find out how to build a range of Deep Learning algorithms...
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